CHURCH ON CUMBERLAND ROAD

Chorus: Tandy Barrett & Scotty Biltz

Record: Columbia 38-68550

E-Z

Intermediate line

No. of
Times - Steps

INTRO: Wait 8 beats, then
8 STEP TOUCHES STEP-TOE(tch-ots)-H (extend arm out to side with too,
clap hands on STEP
L R L

PART A

1 TRIPLE

(touches)

L R L R

PART B

4 STOMP-KICKS STOMP-KICK (lift arm up when you stomp)
L R

PART C

2 BONKIN' CHAIR DS-BS-SL--DS--R-S
L R L R L R (turn 1/2 LEFT on each)

8 PRAYER PART press palms of

STEO (twist each step, so your backside wiggles, and
L hands together - alternate footwork w/repeat)

4 SINGLE BASIC DS--R-S (turn FULL turn, roll toward back of room)
L R L (alternate footwork w/repeat)
BRIDGE

1 PUSHER OFF you are moving) DS--R--S--R--S--R--S (turn your head LEFT in the direction L R L R L R R

1 TRIPLE DS--DS--DS--R--S (hands on hips) R L R (turn 1/4 left on the first DS)

1 BASKETBALL STEP (pivot 1/2 RIGHT)-STEP (Point as you step and turn) L R

2 SINGLE BASIC DS--R--S L R L

* REPEAT BRIDGE 3 more times, turn 1/4 turn each time, and facing front *

--------------------

SEQUENCE: INTRO/ A/ B/ C/ A/ B/ C/ BRIDGE/ ABC/ PRAY/ C/ 3 BASICS & STOMP/ LIFT ARMS STRAIGHT UP